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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the two linear differential systems 
and 
4” = (A(t) + V(t)) I’, t 3 t, (1) 
y’= (A + v(t)) .Y, tat,, (2) 
where A, A, V are n x n matrices; A is diagonal; and A is constant. V= V’(t) 
is thought of as small in some sense when t is large such that we are able 
to know asymptotic formulae for a fundamental system. The fundamental 
theorem of Levinson [2, 5, 81 requires that VE L,( [to, co)) and that A 
satisfy the dichotomy condition following to insure that there exists a
fundamental matrix Y of (1) such that 
Y(I)=(I+o(l)).expj’A(s)ds. 
(1 
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where Z is the n x n identity matrix. We study the asymptotic representation 
of solutions of (1) and (2) when V is conditionally integrable, that is to say, 
when 
s 
2 V(s) ds 
f 
exists for t large enough. In this case, we write VE L,( [to, co)). Levinson’s 
theorem cannot be applied to this kind of systems which are of interest in 
physics (see [ 1, 91). 
The diagonal matrix A(t) = diag(l,(t), A (t), .. . n,(t)} satisfies the 
dichotomy conditions of Levinson’s theorem [S] if “for each index i we 
have j in [ 1, n] satisfies ither 
I 
, 
Re(&(s) - 3L,(s)) ds+ co as t+cO 
u 
CD,) 
s 
’ Re(A,(s) - A,(s)) ds > -K for all a 6 r d t 
T 
or 
1 
I 
Re(&(s) - ii(s)) ds < K for all a < t d t.” (DA r 
We write this dichotomy condition as A E Dic(Lev). 
In Section 2 we obtain results similar to Levinson’s theorem which deter- 
mine the behavior of the solutions of system (1). In Sections 3 and 4 we 
study the perturbation of a system with constant coefficients (2), where A 
is a constant n x n matrix with simple eigenvalues (Section 3) and non- 
simple eigenvalues (Section 4). Using the results obtained in Section 3, we 
obtain an analog L, of Ghizzetti’s theorem [3]. However, the general solu- 
tion is not analogous to the L,-case. We remark that because of Pinto [7], 
the results obtained are immediately extended to systems whose unpertur- 
bed system 
x’=A(t)x 
has an exponential dichotomy (hence A diagonal is not necessary). Finally, 
in each section several examples illustrating the results are shown. 
Throughout this paper the matrices considered are continuous on [to, co). 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
In this section we obtain some general results for systems with condi- 
tionally integrable coefficients. The following theorem, the main result, will 
be used to study system (2) with almost constant coefficients. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A(t), V(t), and R(t) be n x n continuous matrices for 
t 2 t, such that A(t) = diag(l,(t), . ... A,(t)} EDic(Lev), Q(t) = -1;” V(s) ds 
existsfor tat,; and VQ, AQ, QA, andREL, (tat,). Then 
y’= (A(t) + V(t) + R(t)) I’ (3) 
has a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that for t + CC 
Y(t)=[Z+o(l)]exp([,:A(s)ds). (4) 
ProoJ If we put y = (I+ Q)z, then replacing y in (3) we get 
z’={(Z+Q)-‘[A+ V+R].(Z+Q)-(Z+Q)p’V}~. (5) 
Since [I+ Q(t)] -I exists for t large enough, let 
satisfies 
(Z+Q)-‘=Z-(Z+Q)-IQ. 
Thus (5) becomes 
z’ = (A(t) + R(t))z, 
us say t>t,>t, and 
(6) 
where &t)=AQ+VQ-(Z+Q)p’Q(A+AQ+VQ)+(Z+Q)p’R(Z+Q). 
By hypothesis i? E L, (t 2 to); then system (6) satisfies Levinson’s theorem 
[S]. Thus system (3) has a fundamental matrix Y(t) which verities (4). 
Remark. Harris and Lutz [4] have proved a similar theorem 
(Theorem 3.1), which demands incorrect conditions of integrability and the 
extra assumption that diag V= 0. 
EXAMPLE 1. Theorem 2.1 applies to system 
where V, is a constant matrix. Then this system has a fundamental matrix 
Y(t) such that for t + co 
Y(t)=exp2t”2[Z+0(1)] A -y . 
( > 
However, Levinson’s theorem [S, S] does not apply. 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Nonresonant case). Let @ be a fundamental matrix of 
x’= A(t)x (7) 
such that Q(t) = -St” F’(s) V(s) Q(s) ds exists for t > to and Q’Q, F’R@ 
are integrable functions. Then there exists afundamental matrix Y of 
,v’=(A(t)+ Vt)+R(t))y, (8) 
such that for t + co we have 
Y(t)=@[Z+o(l)]. (9) 
Proof Using the change of variable y = @z, (8) becomes 
z’=@-‘(V+R)@z. 
Let z = (I+ Q)w, where Q(t) = -St= C’(s) V(s) Q(s) ds. Then 
w’= (I+ Q)-‘{(a-‘V@)Q + W’R@(Z+ Q)} w. (10) 
Since (I+ Q))l exists and is bounded for t > t, > t, large enough and 
(C’V@)QEL, (tat,), then by Theorem2.1, system (10) has a 
fundamental matrix W(t) such that 
FV(t)=Z+o(l) 
for t + co. Therefore (8) has a fundamental matrix Y(t) which satisfies (9). 
The conditional integrability of (D ~ ’ V@J differentiates he nonresonant 
from the resonant case: 
THEOREM 2.3 (Resonant case). Let @ be a fundamental matrix of (7). 
Assume/i=diag(~-‘V~)EDic(Lev),Q(t)=S,”(~~’(s)V(s)~(s)-/i(s))ds 
exists for t 3 to and Q’Q, W’R@, AQ and QA E L, (t L to). Then (8) 
possesses afundamental matrix Y(t) such that for t -+ cc 
Y(t)=@(t)[Z+o(l)]exp {‘diag(C’V@) . 
10 > 
Proof. We perform y = @z to transform (8) into 
z’=(A(t)+ P(t)+R(t))z, 
where A=diag(@-IV@), 8=@-‘V@-A, and k=W’R@. 
(11) 
(12) 
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Then, by Theorem 2.1, system (12) has a fundamental matrix Z(t) such 
that 
Z(t)=[1+0(1)]exp(j’A) 
10 
for t + cc. Hence (8) has a fundamental matrix Y which satisfies ( 11). 
The difference between the resonant and nonresonant cases is repre- 
sented by the occurrence of the factor [ja diag(@- i V@) ds] (see [S]) 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider for t 3 1 the system 
(13) 
where REL, (~21). Here @=expji%(s)ds.diag{l, -l}, V=t ‘coscct. 
diag { 2, 3 }, @ ~ ‘R@ E L i , and Q = 0. Then if x # 0, @ ~ i I’@ is conditionally 
integrable and we have the nonresonant case. Therefore, there exists a
fundamental matrix Y of (13) satisfying (9), i.e., 
Y(t)=expj~I(s)ds[l+o(l)] 
1 0 
( > 0 -1 
On the other hand, if r = 0 then P’ P’@ is not conditionally integrable 
and we have the resonant case. Since A = @ ~ ’ V@ E Dic( Lev), the condi- 
tions of the last theorem and hence (11) hold, i.e., there exists a fundamen- 
tal matrix Y such that 
Remark the big difference b tween the nonresonant and resonant cases. 
Remark. If in (6) we have x 4 L, (t 2 to), but its integrability isbetter 
than that of V(t), we may again apply the method a number of times. 
3. PERTURBATIONS OF CONSTANT SYSTEMS. SIMPLE EIGENVALUES 
The asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the linear system with 
constant coefficients 
x’=Ax (14) 
are determined by the spectrum of the constant matrix A. 
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If B(f) is a “small” perturbation, then the asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions of the system 
x’= (A + B(t))x (15) 
is again determined by system (14). 
In this section, we study the validation of the fundamental results of 
Levinson [S] and Coppel [2] for a class of systems (15), where A has 
simple eigenvalues and the perturbation B(t) is conditionally integrable. 
If A has only one eigenvalue, Theorem 4, Chapter IV, of Coppel [2] gives 
the asymptotic behavior of system ( 15) when BE L, (t 3 to) but we cannot 
apply that theorem in the weaker situation BE L, (t > to). By Theorem 2.1 
we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a constant matrix with simple eigenvalues let 
BEL,(t>to), Q and QBEL, (tat,,), (Q(C)= -ST B(s)ds). Then (15) has 
a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that for t + cc 
Y(t)= [Z+o(l)] exp(tA). 
We remark that Theorem 4, Chapter IV, of Coppel [2] and 
Corollary 3.1 solve different problems. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider 
x”+(l+b(t))x=O, 
where (i)b(t)=tCB, l<fi<2, or (ii)b(t)=tP”sin(t2), O<cr<l. 
In case (i), b(t)E L, (td t, >O) and then this equation sahslies 
Levinson’s theorem [S]. However, b(t) EL, (t > t, > 0), but since /I > 2, 
Q(t) = -St” s -Bds= -(l/(P-1))~~ cDP’)$ L, (t 3 to). Thus case (i) gives 
an example of a differential equation which satisfies the hypothesis of 
Levinson’s theorem [S], but we cannot apply Corollary 3.1. 
In case (ii), we have b(t) = t-l sin(t*) E L, (t 3 t, > 0), but b(t) 4 L, 
(t> t,>O). Furthermore Q(t)= -jr” SK’ sin(s*) ds= ~((cos(t2))/ta+‘)+ 
(L,) exists for t 2 t, > 0, where (L,) represents an integrable function. 
Moreover Q(r) b(t) = J((sin(2t*))/t*“+’ )+(L,)EL, (t>t,>O). Then in 
case (ii), the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied but not those of 
Levinson’s theorem [S]. Thus, this example shows that the theorems 
mentioned are different versions of the same problem. 
Suppose now that A is in the canonical Jordan form consisting of one 
block with 2, in the main diagonal; i.e., A = J(&) = &Z+J and let 
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B(t) = (b,(t)), 1 d i, j < n, a continuous matrix defined for t > t,. Thus we 
consider the system 
Y’ = (J(&) + B(t)) Y? J(A,) = &I+ J,, (16) 
where 
J,, =
'0 0 0' 
10 . 
0 l’..., 
‘,. . 
‘,., ‘0 0 
0 . . . . . . . ‘1 0 
. . I. (17) 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume 
(1) u,(t)=tj~‘b,(t)EL,(t3to), 1 <i,j<n, 
(2) tplqu, q,vjkEL,(t>t,); l<i,j,k<n, whereq,,(t)=j,“v,(s)ds. 
Then system (16) has a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that for t + CO 
Y(t)= [Z+o(l)] exp(tJ(&)). 
Proof: Let D,(t) = diag( 1, t, . . . . tn.- ’) we have erJCAo)Dn( t)= ei.O’erJoDn( t) = 
e”OtD,(t) eJo. Hence using the change of variables y = e’“‘e’JoD,( t)z system 
( 16) becomes 
z’= (A(t)+ V(t))z, (18) 
where A(t)= -o;‘(t)DL(t)=tP’diag(O, -l,..., l-n), V(t)=epJ’CeJO, 
and C(t) = 0; ‘(t) B(t) D,(t). Using the hypotheses we will see that: 
(i) A E Dic(Lev); (ii) Q(t) = -sy V(s) ds exists for t 2 to, and 
(iii)A(t)Q(t), Q(t)A(t), and Q(t) V(t)EL, (tat,). Then, Theorem2.1 
implies that system (18) has a fundamental matrix Z(t) such that 
Z(t)=I,+o(l)lexp(~,~n(s)ds) 
= [Z+o(l)] diag(1, t-l, . . . . tr’“pl)) 
for t -+ co. Therefore system (16) has a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that 
Y(t)=e”O’e’-‘OD,(t)[I+o(l)] diag(1, tr’, . . . . trcmp’)) 
= [I+ o(l)] erJCi.O) 
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for t + co. Finally, we verify that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Since 
Q(t)= -l,m V(s)ds= -ep”([lm C(s)ds)e”, 
the condition 
s 5 C(s) ds. C(t) E L, (tat,) (19) f 
implies QVE L, (t > to) and it is not difficult to see that (19) follows from 
q,,u,,EL, (tat,). Similarly t-‘q,,-EL, implies that AQ and QAEL,. 
Moreover, qijujk E L, implies Q VE L,. Since (i) is evident, the proof is 
complete. 
In [2], Coppel has studied the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of 
(16) when A0 = 0, obtaining that if 
5 
cc 
tk-‘lb,Jt)l dt < a3, for 1 <i,k<n 
10 
then (14) possesses a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that 
Y(t) = [I+ o(l)] exp(tJ) 
for t + co. Thus, Theorem 3.2 is the faithful analog L, of Coppel’s result. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the differential system 
where A0 is a real number. 
The matrix 
B(t)= ,p, t 
( 
tr3i2 cos t 
o 
> 
(20) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 but not Coppel’s theorem. 
In fact, u,~ =b,, =u22=b22 =O, u12= t2-‘b12= tr”‘cos t, u2, = t’-*b,, = 
t-l sin tEL, (t2 t,,>O), and q12(t)= -s? u,,=(sin t)/t’j2+(L1), q21(t)= 
-Jpo u21= (cos t)/t + (L,). Hence t-‘q,,(t) = (sin t)/t312 + (L,), t-‘q,,(t) =
(cos t)/t2+ (LI)~ L, (t> t,>O). Moreover, q2,(t) u12(t)=q12(t) u,,(t)= 
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0( t ~ ‘12) + (L 1 ) E L , (t B t, > 0), then system (20) has a fundamental matrix 
X(t) such that for t -+ cc 
X( t ) N exp tJ( &) 
10. =t 1 ( > e f10. 
Moreover, we can apply Theorem 3.2 to higher order differential 
equations 
xtn) + (a, + b,(t)) x(‘I I’+ “. +(a,+b,(t))x=O, (21) 
where the characteristic polynomial of the homogeneous equation (with 
bj= 0) has a root ,I0 with multiplicity n. Thus, we obtain the following 
L,-version of Ghizzetti’s theorem [3]: 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume (l)u,(t)=t’-‘b,(t)~L, (~2:~) and(2)t~‘qi(t), 
q1(t)v,(t)EL,(t3to), l<i<n, for q,(t)=j: oi(s)ds. Then Eq. (21) 
possesses a fundamental system of solutions (x,(t)}zZh such that 
Proof. Equation (21) is equivalent o the system 
whose matricial form is 
0 
&I 
1 
0 
-b, . . . 
0 
0 
x. 
We apply Theorem 3.2 to this system. Since b, = 0 except for 6, = -bi 
we must only verify u,(t)=ti~lb,(t)~L, (t>to); 1 <idn, which is true by 
hypothesis. Similarly, condition t ~ ‘qii( t) EL, (t > to) is reduced to 
t ~ ‘qi( t) E L, (t >, to), 1 d i B n, because the only elements different from 
zero in the matrix Q(t) are q,,, q,2, .. . . q,n. Finally, condition qGv,, EL, 
(data); l<i,j,k<n, becomesq,o,ELI (tato); l<i<n. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Consider the equation 
x”+ tr2 sin t x = 0. (22) 
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied because 
v,(t)=t-IsintEL, (t>to>O) 
and 
cos t 
t-‘q2(t) =- p +(L,)EL, (t3to>0). 
Then the solutions of Eq. (22) behave as straight lines as t + co. 
Since tb2( t) $ L, (t > t, > 0), then Eq. (22) does not satisfy the hypotheses 
of Ghizzetti’s theorem [3]. 
4. NON-SIMPLE EIGENVALUES 
Let A be an n x n constant matrix with non-simple eigenvalues 
li: 1 < i< s with multiplicity ni, respectively. Suppose that A is in the 
canonical Jordan form 
A = 6 J(&), .I(&) = n,z,, + Ji, (23) 
i=l 
where J; is an n, x ni matrix of the type (17). The matrix B(t) will be 
divided into blocks that we will denote by B,(t) and the elements of each 
of these blocks will be denoted by B$(t). Such elements will be specified 
in the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (21) holds and also that (1) t&(t)= 
tzpBb$(t)EL, (t>to); 1 <cr, fi<n, and (2)4&(t), q$(t)v$(t)EL, (t>to); 
1 < ~1, /?, yd n, where q$(t) = sp V!&(J) ds. Then 
Y’ = (A + B(t)) Y (24) 
has a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that for t + co 
ProoJ: The unperturbed system 
x’= & J(l,) x [ 1 i=l 
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has a fundamental matrix 
X(t)= & [ 1 e'JG" , J(A,) =&I,, + Ji(1<i<s). i= 1 
Denote by m, = 0, mk = cf=, nj (k = 1, . . . s) and let 
o,,(t) = Pm1 diag( 1, . . . . PP ‘) (1 6kd.Y). 
We make the change of variables 
.v = T(t)z, T= T,@ ... @T,, 
where Tj = erJJD, (t) = D,(t) eJ’. Then (25) transforms (24) into 
(25) 
z’= [Pi(t)+ V(t)]z, (26) 
where ;i(t)=&+n(t), A,= @s=, Ail, n(t)= @j=, tPIEi, and V(t)= 
T-‘(t)B(t)T(t), with Ek= -diag{m,~,,m,~,+1,..., m,-1) (16k6s). 
Now, we verify that conditions (1) and (2) imply (i) VE L, (t > to) and 
(ii) ,4Q, QA, QVE L, (t> to), where Q(t)=Jy V(s) ds. For computing the 
elements of V= T- ‘BT we need even more to specify the elements of T- ‘, 
B, and T. As T,=D,,& and T- l(t)= @s=, T,:‘(t)= @I=, epJzD,‘(t), 
with the division 
B(t) = (B$““k(t)) (1 <i, k<s). 
Since T;lBjkTk=e~J’D,‘B,,D,,eJk, we obtain V= T--‘BTE L,, if and 
only if D,‘B,D,, E L, for i, k E (1, 2, . . . s}. For i= k = 1: we have 
D,‘B,,D = th-‘.b 
n’B 11 
[,, (1 <I, I&n,). Then D;‘B,,D.,EL, because 
uf;(t)=t”- b,,(t)EL,; for c(, BE { 1, 2, . . . H,}. Similarly for i= k =2, 
D;‘B,,D,,EL, because D;‘BZZD,,=thp’.bN, (n,+l<l, h<n,+n,). 
Thus, in general, 0; ‘BLiD,, E L, ( 1 < i < s). 
Thus, we have analysed the diagonal of V(t) in every possible case. In the 
same way, the other blocks belong also to L,. For instance, since 
DR;‘BIZDnz= thp’.blh (1 dldn,, n,+l<h<n,+n,)thenD;‘B,,D,,EL, 
(t 3 to). Thus, inductively, for k = 1, 2, . . . s we have D,‘BIkD,, EL, (t b to) 
because D,lB,,D,,,=thp’.b,h (1 </<n,, rn,-,+ 1 <h,<m,) and by 
hypothesis u::(t) = fp”b$(t) E L, (t 3 to), for CI E (1, 2, . . . . n,}, 
fie {mkpl + 1, mkpl +2, . . . mk}. Therefore, in general we have that VE L, 
if u&(t) = t’~ “b$( t) E L, (t 3 to), where b$( t) are the entries of the blocks 
B,,(f). 
Ontheotherhand,Q(t)=Jy Tpl(~)B(s)T(s)d~=[ST Ti ‘BikTk]lsi,kGt 
= [eAJ1(J;” D;‘(s)Bjk(s)Dn,(s)ds)eJk]. Then Q(r)= [eCJ’(fI” u$(s)ds)eJk] 
EL, (ta to), since qf$(r) =SpO u$(s)dsELl (t3to), for i, kg (1, 2, . . . . s}. 
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Furthermore Q(t) V(t) = [e-J’q$(t) ukpf,(t) eJ’], for 1 < i, k, 16 s. Hence 
QVEL, because q$(t)vkpb(t)EL1 (t>/to); i,k,IE {1,2 ,..., sj. 
Finally, as Q E L, (t > to) implies IQ E L, (t > to), Corollary 3.1 can be 
applied. Then system (26) has a fundamental matrix Z(t), such that for 
t-+03, 
Z(t)=exp(n,t)exp J’n( )d [Z+o(l)] 
( 10 s 4 
=exp(n,t).diag(D,;‘(t), . ..D,‘(t))[Z+0(1)1 
= ,+Jl e”lrD;‘(t)[Z+ o(l)]. 
Then system (24) has a fundamental matrix Y(t) such that 
y(t) = ,@f=lrJ(jqz+ o(l)], 
for t -+ co. The proof is now finished. 
Although this theorem is an extension of Theorem 3.2, because it also 
applies in the case of non-simple eigenvalues, it must satisfy the stronger 
condition q$(t) E L, (t > to), 1 < i, j< s. However, it can be applied exten- 
sively to several systems (see Example 5, in Section 3). In particular, the 
linear differential equations of order n of the type 
for 
xCn)+ (a, + b,(t)) xc-‘) + ... + (a,,+ b,(t))x=O, (27) 
b,(t) = tPDj exp(ikP), t >, t, > 0, 
where CY, and j3, are positive constants and k is a real number. These func- 
tions belong to L, (t 3 to) and its integration improves their integrability 
properties. 
If the characteristic polynomial of the matrix associated to the 
homogeneous equation with constant coefficients ai is given by 
P(t)=(t-~,)“‘(t-~2)n2.“(t-~,,)n, with n,+n,+ ... +n,$=n, 
we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose (1) uk( t) = tk- ‘b,(t) E L, (t 3 t,); i < k < n, 
and (2)q,(t) and q,(t) USE L, (t> to); 1dk<n, qJt)=s;” IJ~(S) ds. Then 
Eq. (27) has u fundamental system of solutions { xk}~z,’ (1~ k < s), such 
that for t + CG behave us elk’, te’:“-‘, . . . . tnk ~‘e”” (1 < k <s). 
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